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The practice of phase states of the mind is the hottest and most promising pursuit of the modern

age. Unlike in the past, the notions of â€œout-of-body experienceâ€• and â€œastral projectionâ€•

have already lost their mystical halo, and their real basis has been studied in minute detail from the

most non-nonsense approach. Now, this phenomenon is accessible to everyone, regardless of their

worldview. It is now known how to easily master it and apply it effectively.This guidebook is the

result of ten years of extremely active personal practice and study of the out-of-body phenomenon

(the phase), coupled with having successfully taught it to thousands of people. I know all of the

obstacles and problems that are usually run into when getting to know this phenomenon, and have

tried to protect future practitioners from them in this book.This guidebook was not created for those

who prefer light, empty reading. It is for those who would like to learn something. It contains no

speculations or stories, only dry, hard facts and techniques in combination with a completely

pragmatic approach and clear procedures for action. They have all been successfully verified by a

vast number of practitioners that often had no prior experience. In order to achieve the same result,

it is only necessary to read through each section thoroughly and complete the assignments. It gives

each and every person something that previously could only be dreamt about - a parallel reality and

the possibility of existing in two worlds.The book is beneficial not only for beginners, but also for

those who already know what it feels like to have an out-of-body encounter and have a certain

amount of experience, as this guidebook is devoted not only to entering the state, but also equally

dedicated to controlling it.Contrary to popular opinion, there is nothing difficult about this

phenomenon if one tries to attain it with regular and right effort. On average, results are reached in

less than a week. More often than not, the techniques work in literally a couple of

attempts.(Sponsors and investors are needed for translation into other languages this free ebook

and other our books, videos, etc. Also we need financial support to promote the phase worldwide.

Letâ€™s change the world together! Take a part in it!)Michael RadugaFounder of the Phase

Research CenterJanuary 11, 2009Table of Contents:New Version of this ebook (2015)Part I: GET
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This is as easy as it gets....As far as methods...this is a no brainer...I'm glad I found this book....

This is a very good book that I enjoyed. However, a couple of experiences that most NDE folks go

through we're omitted when Mr Raduga says NDEs are really just OBEs; we'll, I have experienced

both. First, NDEs generally visit deceased relations and often surprised to learn of one who died

that they thought was still living well at time of their NDE. This does not happen with OBEs. Second,

NDEs are given a decision to make as to return permanently to physical body or not ; does not

happen with OBEs. Third, NDE folks are permanently changed by the experience to where they

often have life long re integration issues with physical world - they don't keep their big money jobs,



they often divorce and they become more loving and therefore largely out of sink with most on earth.

These afteraffects, including post-NDE repeatedly affecting electrical appliances and inability to

wear watches due to frequent battery drain does not occur with OBEs. Fourth, most of us come

back with our cellular structure literally re wired and look years younger after NDE because to live in

a severely damaged physical body we have literally been re charged cellular lay by a higher Beings.

Doesn't happen with OBEs. Point is, it is all about dimensional frequencies and the OBEs do not

travel where the NDEs do -- our Mission as really Lightworkers after an NDE, coupled with new or

enhanced mediumship abilities makes our experience different from OBEs. We NDEs are not

special or better than we just have a certain mission to accomplish and our frequent OBEs, where

we continue to meet with our Guides, is part of our experience - likely pre-contracted before our

birth here.---Robin K.
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